
The Moments That Matter

Skyzoo

The moments we all waited for
Dreaming down on the first, we all paying for
More to be expected and more to get you acquainted on
We all in for the win until the parade is on
We're gone, and the drive is with the roof peeled
The AC on, providing how the truth feels
Cold, chilly chill like our demeanor be
But all of this shit is really about the scenery
Cause sightseeing's like window shopping
You might see it and proceed to believe it, you bust a move or 
move
You might lead it like the intro got it
You might be it and proceed to believe it, it takes you to be y
ou
It takes us to be us, and we the same the cloth
Knotted up together forever, to rearrange was
Not in the design or the ties that bind us
We saw it and got on it, no blinders, you see it now

Wanted it as much as we wanted to breathe
Top down, what a beautiful scene
Saw it for the taking and wanted a piece
Saw it for the taking and made 'em believe
Know that the moment won't change
The moments that matter the most to us
Know that the moment won't change
The moments that matter the most to us

And all of this carpe diem, double parking a BM
If the legacy is right then we staring at mausoleums
But for now, know the moment is here and now, and gone forever
Envisioning what the song get us
Feeling like I'm money making Mitch, in the store like I'm brok
e baby
Forgetting all that I got on, ain't my ropes crazy?
I'm in this bitch looking like I sell dope baby
To these women I sell hope baby
Shit I swear I'm just my daddy all over again
The only one on the block so now we all like him
Tell the money, I want the love, baby I want the love
For all the right reasons that may just be from above
I came up where you see the paper and fall in love
And the only way you got your Mercedes was off of drugs
They put it front and center while I saw around the corner
But the same one was parked around the corner, explains why we.
..
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